POST PATROL RIFLE QUALIFICATION COURSE

The shooter will report to the 100-yard line (or 50-yard line, see note) with an unloaded weapon. On command, the shooter will face down range and load their rifle with a magazine of 20 rounds and engage the safety; load handgun with 2 rounds. The shooter will have another magazine of 20 rounds on his/her person.

STAGE I 100 yards
Shooter starting from the Low Ready position.
On command, the shooter will assume the prone position and fire 4 rounds center mass of target. Shooter search, assess, engage safety and back to standing position.

4 rounds prone
Time Limit: 60 seconds

Shooter then assumes Port Arms carry and wait for instructions to move to the 50-yard line.

NOTE: This stage can be fired from the 50-yard line if a range does not have a 100-yard line – if fired from the 50-yard line, reduce time limit to 30-seconds.

STAGE II 50 yards
Shooter starting from the High Ready position.
On command, the shooter will engage center mass of target.

SAFETY CONSIDERATION: Shooter engage safety prior to changing positions.

3 rounds standing
3 rounds kneeling
3 rounds sitting
3 rounds prone
Time Limit: 2 minutes

Shooter then engage safety, return to standing position, assume Port Arms carry and wait for instructions to move to the 25-yard line.

NOTE: This stage can be fired from the 25-yard line if a range does not have a 50-yard line – if fired from the 25-yard line, use a reduced size target.

STAGE III 25 yards
Shooter starting from the High Ready position.
On command, the shooter will engage center mass of target. Shooter will search, assess and back to standing position.

4 rounds standing
Mandatory Combat Reload – MUST be done in the kneeling position.
4 rounds kneeling
Time Limit: 25 seconds

Shooter then engage safety, return to standing position, assume Port Arms carry and wait for instructions to move to the 15-yard line.
**STAGE IV 15 yards**  
Shooter starting from the High Ready position.  
On command, the shooter will engage center mass of target.  
Shooter will search, assess and back to standing position.

2 rounds standing  
2 rounds kneeling  
Time Limit: 10 seconds

Shooter then engage safety, return to standing position, assume Port Arms carry and wait for instructions to move to the 7-yard line.

**STAGE V 7 yards**  
Shooter starting from the Ready position.  
On command, the shooter will engage 2 rounds center mass of target and 1 round to the head, and move right.  
Search and assess, then on command, 2 rounds center mass of target and 1 round to the head, move left, search and assess.

2 rounds body, 1 round head, step right, hold cover (3 seconds)  
2 rounds body, 1 round head, step left (3 seconds)

Shooter then engage safety, assume Port Arms carry and wait for instructions to move to the 4-yard line.

**STAGE VI 4 yards**  
Shooter starting from the High Ready position.  
On command, the shooter will engage 2 rounds center mass of target and 1 round to the head, and move right.  
Search and assess, then on command, 2 rounds center mass of target and 1 round to the head, move left and hold cover.

**Phase I**
2 rounds body, 1 round head, step right, hold cover (3 seconds)  
2 rounds body, 1 round head, step left (3 seconds)

**Phase II**
With an empty rifle (magazine out, bolt forward), the shooter will attempt to fire one round, then transition to handgun.

2 rounds center mass of target with Handgun  
Time Limit: 5 seconds

**NOTE:** Upon completion of the course, the shooter will show a safe and empty handgun and re-holster.  
Engage safety on the rifle and show a safe and empty rifle.

**Target:** LA P-1 (2009)

**Scoring:** All hits inside the scoring ring are 2 points; outside the scoring ring on the target is 1 point.

42 round course of fire – Maximum score is 84 points.

The shooter must score 67 points (approx. 80%) to qualify.